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Disclaimer Statement 
This publication is presented for the purpose of providing reference information only. You should not 
rely solely on the information contained herein.  Mechanical Power Transmission Association (MPTA) 
recommends that you consult with appropriate engineers and / or other professionals for specific 
needs. Again, this publication is for reference information only and in no event will MPTA be liable for 
direct, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages arising from the use of this information 
 
Abstract  
This Informational Bulletin presents recommendations for monitoring and inspection of disc pack 
flexible couplings. 
 
 
Copyright Position Statement 
This MPTA publication is not copyrighted to encourage its use throughout industry.  It is requested 
that the MPTA be given recognition when any of its material is copied for any use. 
 
Foreword  
This Foreword is provided for informational purposes only and is not to be construed to be part of any 
technical specification. Suggestions for the improvement of or comments on this publication are 
welcome. They should be emailed at www.mpta.org  

 
Scope  
This Guideline establishes content and formats to be used by the MPTA membership in the 
preparation and publication of MPTA standards, guidelines, or other technical papers.  
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Monitoring and Inspection of Disc Pack Couplings    
 
 

 
1.  Purpose of Bulletin 

Monitoring and inspection of disc pack coupling failure modes in the field. 
 
 
2.  Disc Coupling Installation Information 

The flexible disc-type coupling is designed for long life when operated within the published torque, 
speed and alignment limits defined by the manufacturer.  

 
A properly selected flexible disc coupling can operate for many decades providing high reliability, 
low reaction loading and power absorption.  Proper installation of a flexible disc coupling is critical 
to achieving long coupling life.  Here are some of the major aspects to consider when installing a 
disc coupling: 

 
 

2.1  Assembly and Tightening torque 
Follow manufacturer’s installation instructions with attention to alignment limits, locknut        
tightening torques and thread lubrication to avoid disc pack failure. 

 
2.2  Key fit 

A poorly fitted key in addition to galling, may also lead to difficult installation and potentially 
premature failure due to high stresses or excessive clearances. 

 
2.3  Misalignment 

The most common failure mode of disc pack coupling is misalignment.  This is usually caused 
by poor alignment of the connected equipment, unstable foundation and operational conditions 
such as thermal growth.  
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2.4 Foundation 
If the rotating equipment foundation does not have adequate mass/stiffness to maintain your 
precision alignment, misalignment may be introduced under loading conditions or shifting of 
foundation over time. 

 
2.5 Burrs, Grit and Dirt 

Presence of these in the shaft or hub bores can cause hubs to gall leading to damaged 
components and potentially difficult installation and removal of hubs. Where an interference fit 
connection is used, dry and clean bore and shaft surfaces will maximize torque transmission 
capability.   

 
 
3. Coupling Inspection–Equipment in Operation 

A disc coupling is easily inspected. Visual inspection of the disc packs may indicate drive system 
problems and can be used to help prevent costly downtime. 

 
3.1 Monitored Equipment 

Equipment of this type is equipped with continuous monitoring sensors. As a coupling disc 
pack deteriorates from flex fatigue, it loses some pieces of the disc pack which can cause 
unbalance. This unbalance can be detected by vibration monitoring equipment.  

 
3.2 Unmonitored Equipment 

The presence of disc pack pieces beneath the coupling is an early warning to shut the 
equipment down for inspection, realignment of equipment and disc pack replacement. Disc 
packs can also be inspected for cracking using a strobe light provided all safety aspects of this 
method are considered.   

 
 
4. Coupling Inspection–Equipment not in Operation 

Caution! Before inspecting stationary equipment, be certain lock-out tag-out procedures are 
followed to assure system is safely isolated from all sources of potential energy.   
 
Understanding how to visually inspect disc packs is a key step in preventing disc coupling failures.  
Below are the primary items to inspect for in the coupling disc pack(s) as well as recommended 
corrective actions to prevent coupling failures. 
 

 
 4.1  Chemical Attack   

A reddish color bleeding out between disc laminations at the O.D. and or Disc pack surfaces 
with irregular reddish discoloration usually is an indicator of chemical attack (Fig. 1).  
Environments containing chlorine, hydrogen sulfide, strong acids or bases are the more 
common areas where chemical attack of this type is observed, consult manufacturer for 
alternative chemically resistant materials or coatings.   
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CHEMICAL ATTACK 
 

 

 
 

FIG. 1 
 
4.2  Axially Compressed Disc Packs 

Disc packs are wavy and dimension between flange faces "N" is smaller than indicated in the 
installation instructions or assembly drawing (Fig. 2). This indicates that the coupling was 
installed in a compressed condition or equipment has shifted axially during operation. Check for 
shaft thermal growth conditions. Realign axial position of equipment so the coupling operates 
with neutral and flat disc pack(s).  

 
Caution: Do not remove disc pack laminations to adjust axial length of coupling as this will affect 
torque, misalignment ratings and the overall performance of the coupling. 

 
AXIAL COMPRESSION 

    

.            
 FIG. 2 
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4.3  Axially Stretched Disc Packs 

Disc packs are wavy and dimension between flange faces "N" dimension is larger than specified 
on installation instructions or assembly drawing (Fig. 3); this indicates that the coupling has been 
installed in an elongated position or equipment has shifted axially during operation.  Realign axial 
position of equipment so coupling operates with neutral and flat disc pack(s).  

 
Caution: Do not add disc pack laminations to adjust axial length of coupling as this will affect 
torque, misalignment ratings and the overall performance of the coupling. 

 
AXIAL STRETCHING 

 
          

                                
 
 

 
 
  

FIG. 3 
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4.4  Oil Canned Disc packs 

Disc packs are wavy with one disc pack compressed, and the other disc pack stretched. (Fig. 4).  
Prying the compressed hub and center member flange apart will cause center member assembly 
to “snap” axially reversing the position of the elongated and compressed disc packs; similar to the 
action of an oil can.  The disc pack has no neutral center where it remains flat and parallel with 
the end flanges. 

 
OIL CANNING 

 

                             
 
 
 
4.4.1 Potential causes of “Oil Canning”: 

1. Tightening the disc pack locknuts while the disc packs are in the compressed or 
elongated position. (See Fig. 2 & 3). 

 
2. Tightening of disc pack locknuts while coupling is misaligned or other end of center 

member is unsupported. 
 

3. Bound up bolt(s) in the disc pack bolt hole(s). 
 

4. Damaged discs which could be caused by abnormal running conditions, misuse, or 
loose bolts. 

 
 

4.4.2 Correcting “Oil Canned” Disc Packs 
1. Loosen all the disc pack locknuts. Correct the axial spacing of the coupling as 

necessary with the coupling aligned and spacer fully supported. If "oil canned" 
conditions disappears, re-torque locknut while coupling is in its neutral position. 

  

FIG.4 
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2. If above is not successful, determine that all bolts, with locknuts loose, can be turned by 

hand.  If any bolts are tight, the bolt holes should be cleaned out by lightly reaming so 
the bolt turns by hand in the hole.  Re-assemble and torque the locknuts while coupling 
is in its neutral position. 

 
3. If the discs in the pack are permanently deformed, replace the disc pack with a new one 

and reassemble the coupling. This permanent deformation could be caused by a severe 
torque overload, abnormal axial loads, or even loose bolts.  

 
4. The coupling, as finally assembled, should have a neutral center where the center 

member is free to float axially without “snapping” from one end to the other when 
moved. 

 
 
5. Analysis of failed Disc Pack Couplings 

In the event of a coupling failure, a thorough investigation should be made to determine the cause. 
The most common causes of failure in disc couplings are usually related to improper coupling 
selection, improper assembly, excessive misalignment, and corrosive attack.  We will describe 
below the major failure types, their causes and remedial recommendations. 

 
 
5.1  LOOSE JOINT (mild) 

Elongated disc pack holes indicate a loose disc pack joint (Fig.5). Fretting corrosion, caused 
by loose fitting parts, is usually present as well and appears around the disc pack hole as a 
reddish oxide which can often be mistaken for environmental corrosion. To correct situation, 
replace disc pack and tighten locknuts to specified torque. 

 
 

LOOSE JOINT 
 
 

                                              
 
 
 
 
  

FIG. 5 
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5.2  LOOSE JOINT (severe) 

Discs embedded into bolt body are usually the result of a loose joint or a severe torque 
overload (Fig 6). Replace disc packs and hardware. Tighten locknut to proper torque.  Do not 
torque the bolt as you have a greater chance of damaging disc packs and you may not get 
proper bolt torque (bolt stretch). Always torque the locknut, never turn the bolt. 

 
LOOSE JOINT 

 

                           
 
  

FIG. 6 

HOLE 
ELONGATION 
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5.3  Misalignment 

This failure most commonly appears as cracks in disc pack laminations tangent to the washer 
face. (Fig. 7).  Realign equipment to assure coupling is within coupling capacity and replace disc 
pack(s).  Thermal growth may also be a possible cause, in this case, make hot alignment check 
and adjust alignment to compensate. 

 
MISALIGNMENT 
 

 

          
                         
 
 
 

When a disc coupling starts to fail from misalignment, cracking begins from the outer discs of the 
laminated pack and progresses to laminations towards the center of the pack. (Fig. 8).  For 
multiple lamination disc pack designs, it is possible to continue running with one or more cracked 
laminations, this allows detection of deterioration before ultimate coupling failure, consult 
manufacturer for specific condemning limits. 

 
MISALIGNMENT 

 
 

      
 
 

FIG. 8 
 

FIG. 7 
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5.4  Misalignment with Corrosion 
Cracks in disc pack laminations tangent to washer face with corrosion present in the area of 
crack usually indicates excessive shaft misalignment during operation.  Fretting will most likely be 
evident on outside of disc pack (Fig. 9), and may also be associated with a coupling that has 
been in service for many years and/or operating in a corrosive atmosphere. Cracks will first 
appear in outer discs and progress through the disc pack. Replace both disc packs and realign 
the equipment. If environmental corrosion is a factor, consult manufacturer for corrosion resistant 
material options. 

 
MISALIGNMENT WITH CORROSION 

 

     
 
 

FIG. 9 
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5.5  Torque Overload 

The disc pack has a bulge near the center or is bowed toward one flange in alternate chordal 
sections (Fig. 10). This condition is a result of excessive torque beyond the coupling peak rating. 
The adjacent disc pack chordal sections will be straight with no separation between laminations.  
If bulged or bowed conditions appear in one chordal section only, there may be a loose bolt on 
one side of the distortion. Loosen all coupling locknuts and unseat the bolts. The bulge should 
release and disc flatten out, re-torque locknuts.  If distortion does not disappear, replace disc 
pack and re-torque locknuts. 

 
 

TORQUE OVERLOAD 
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